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Overview 
 
Switchee helps you to provide better lives for your residents through more intelligent homes. 
 
 
 
 
Key outcomes and benefits: 
= Single Solution - multiple benefits 
= Real time Data and Insights 
= Fully remote monitoring 
= No Wifi required 
= Helps reduce energy consumption 
= Validate Projects 
= In-Built Digital communication 
= Improve sustainability 
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Our Ecosystem 
 
The Switchee ecosystem consists of the smart thermostat,  
heating control unit, sensors and the Switchee  
Insights dashboard.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sensor data from Switchee (Temperature, Humidity, Air Pressure, Motion and Light) is transmitted via GSM,  
analysed and presented through live alerts and metrics on our dashboard. 
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Switchee API 
 

Calculated Analysis 
 
 



Our Ecosystem
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Monitor, Measure and Validate 
 
Switchee has access to all of the information you need to judge the success or failure of any  
retrofit solution or intervention. Use sensor data to find premature failures, give behaviour advice 
and check your solution has fixed the problem. 

 
 
 
 

 
The data is indicating that the  

installation of a ventilation system  

has functioned as intended 

and is now actively helping residents 

reduce excessive humidity without 

negatively impacting their lives. 
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Switchee data here is 
showing a humidity drop. 



Proactively identifying  
residents in need  
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Digital innovation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surfacing insight where it can help the most: 
 
= Standard - Switchee Smart Control & Insights 
= Tier 2 - Additional monitoring - energy, CO2 
= Tier 3 - Whole Home Monitoring (Heat Transfer Coefficient) 
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Monitoring and evaluation 
through Switchee 
 
Our experienced Customer Success team will work with you to ensure you and your teams achieve 
the return on investment that has been made, not just for the project but on an ongoing basis.   
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Tier 2 

Air Quality C02 

PV power generation 

Energy Draw (ASHP) 

Additional Insights and reporting 

Tier 3 

Enhanced Property Analytics: 

Ingest SMETER data 

Heat Transfer Coefficient  

 

Standard - Tier 1 

Smart Heating Control with 

In-built sensors 

Messaging and Communication 

Resident App 

Real Time Data  

Time To Heat / Time to Cool 

Risks - Fuel Poverty, Damp & Mould, Heat Stroke 

Heating Usage

4+



Property performance  
 
 
 
 
Understanding how the property is performing  

at any date / time point adds value to your business.  

And provides the insights to help shape future decisions,  

validate project and highlight those properties  

and households that may need help. 

  

Switchee can connect 3rd party devices, to include  

additional monitoring such as energy and CO2 sensors. 
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Heat loss rate 
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Additional property insights  
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Heat transfer coefficient 
 Gov.UK Technical Evaluation Summary Report 
 
Smart HTC requires at least the following minimal data (further optional data improves accuracy of calcs): 
= Building 
= Floor area 
= Location 
= Data 

  = Energy consumption at the service meter (30 min increments or start/end meter readings). 

  = Internal temperature at one central location  (30 min increments). 
  = Optional: additional temperature sensors, relative humidity, occupancy. 
  = NB Energy use and temperature data must cover a period of at least 21 days and be collected during winter  

     (October-March, inclusive) when the temperature inside the building is significantly higher (more than 7oC)  

     than the outside temperature. 
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Meeting digital innovation  
for SHDF 
 
“Switchee provides a single solution to aid validation of projects. Providing real time data 
for thermal performance, including risk alerts, as well as the ability to digitally communicate  
with residents” 
  
 
Supporting the Bid 

Switchee has been involved in 13 of the original SHDF Demonstrator projects, and included in numerous SHDF  

Wave 1 retrofits, The demonstrable real time insights and Switchee’s involvement in the BEIS innovation project around 

HTC has been instrumental in the release of the allocation of the introduction of the 2% budget for innovation. 

 

We feel confident that the standard Switchee solution will not only provide you with the real time insights needed,  

but bring wider benefits to your organisation and help identify properties at risk.  Furthermore, by incorporating HTC 

calculations through the digital innovation pathway, will not only add value to your bid submission, it will provide you 

with evidence on how effectives the measures are, helping shape future decisions to ensure efficient spending and 

maximising efficiencies for all. 
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Supplementary information 
 
 
 
 
 
 
= Switchee Features 
= Resident Savings 
= Digital Communication 
= Additional Sensors 
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Gen2 hardware features 
 
12v Power: The Heating Control for Gen2 requires a 12v supply,  

which can be supplied from the Hub, or via PSU adapter. 
 

GSM Connectivity: Switchee can be installed anywhere  

and remain connected. This enables us to reach all parts  

of social housing, including the digitally disenfranchised. 
 

Messaging:  2-way messaging. 
 

Resident App: For those who do have access to smartphones  

(android or ios) , we offer a remote method to control heating  

and hotwater. 
 

Data Analytics: - processed and presented in Switchee Cloud  

landlord dashboard. 
 

Single Zone:  - additional zones would require it’s own Hub.  

External Connectivity:  Z-Wave compatible. Such as CO2  

or energy clamp. 
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The thermostat 
 
We have spent years perfecting the interface for our thermostat - utilising colour push science  
to encourage heating patterns consistent with healthy properties. The device has a touch screen 
to make interactions painless for residents of all abilities. 
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Reduce the temperature 

Help & info 

Change their settings

Increase the temperature 

Turn On/Off hot water 

See their messages 



Resident smartphone  
app 
 
 
 
Control your Smart Thermostat  

through the Switchee smartphone  

app, available on iOS and Android. 

 

The app has a step-by-step guide  

through the set-up process,  

which only takes a couple  

of minutes. 
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Resident benefits 
 
 
 
How does Switchee benefit your ultimate customer - the resident?  
It helps save them on their heating bills and reduces their energy output. 
 
£118   £182   £265 
   17%  
Energy usage reduction on average when a Switchee is installed. 
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Talk directly with your  
residents digitally 
 
Switchee allows you to communicate  

with your residents through its touchscreen.  

Communication is handled through a GSM  

module included in the device - allowing you  

to communicate independently of a resident’s  

WiFi. Use Switchee to announce new  

or important changes and request callbacks  

directly on a screen in a residents home. 
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Fuel Bill Support 
If you are worried about money 

and being able to pay your bills or rent, 
we have a team that can help. 

Would you like a call? 
 

OK 
 
 90%  

Switchee On-Unit Message 
Engagement Rate 



Energy and sub metering  
 
 
 
The 1phase Z-Wave energy clamp reports electricity usage via a Gen2.  

Can be used to: 
= Measure overall home electricity usage (by clamping the main  

  electricity supply wiring, between the meter and the fuse box) 
= Measure electricity usage of a particular appliance such as a heat  

  pump or P.V. (by clamping the electricity wires that input into the  

  appliance to be measured) 

 

The meter reports: 
= Power - the instantaneous electricity usage, reported every 10 minutes 
= Energy - the cumulative electricity usage over time 
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Typical setup of energy meter  
 
Energy clamp reading of PV power generation. 
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Home energy meter:  
important tips 
 
Key requirements / Considerations; 
= Ensure that the wire you are sensing will not exceed the maximum  

  current of the clamp you have purchased (clamps are typically max  

  60A but are also available with higher current ratings). 

 
= Ensure that the “K→L” arrow on the clamp points from incoming  

  power (K) and towards the device or circuit whose consumption  

  you want to measure (L). See red box in diagram above and  

  photos below. 

 
= K > L arrow - Orientation must be AWAY from power supply,  

  pointing towards device. 

 
= Must be attached to LIVE (in) ONLY into heating system, and not attached  

  to earth or neutral. 
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Indoor air quality - CO2 
 
 
 
 
CO2 sensors capture data on the level of Carbon Dioxide  

in an environment. This is an issue of Air Quality and if levels  

are too high can cause significant health issues. 

 

This DC powered sensor reports CO2, Air Temperature  

and Relative Humidity. 

 

These readings are rendered on the Client Dashboard. 
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BEIS - draft clarification FAQ 
 
48. Digitalisation attracts annual costs. Is this likely to be covered for a number of years or is it solely for install? 
BEIS will not cover ongoing annual costs for digitalisation. 
 
49. Will the digitalisation funding also need to be co funded? 
Digitalisation is an eligible cost, and 50% of eligible costs need to be provided by landlords. 
 
50. Is the 2% digitalisation funding additional to the Capital spend limits and A&A requirements? 
Yes, this would be a capital cost, which would be separate from the cost cap limits. 
 
51. Can we apply for funding under the digitalisation area for SAP based modelling software? 
Routine stock modelling, using modelled expected data for archetypes has a valuable role within retrofit.  
However, the data processing of modelled data is excluded from this definition of the digitalisation of retrofit. 
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Capital Cost (50%) 
Switchee Smart Thermostat   
 

Digital Innovation 2% of capital (50%) 
 
Switchee Smart Thermostat 
+Energy monitor 
+C02 
+HTC



Thank you 
Jayne Elliott 
Business Account Manager 
jayne.elliott@switchee.co 
sales@switchee.co 
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